Fun Creative Writing Prompts

Awkward Stuff
A man walks along a beach and finds a strange rock. He takes it home and...

- “I can’t do it.”
  Write a five hundred word story about a person who is adamant about not fulfilling a request.

- “You don’t understand.”
  Write a flash fiction piece about a person trying to convince someone else why it would be a great idea to rob a bank.
Write a flash fiction piece using these four words.

- Water
- Alien
- Sunflowers
- Stop Sign
Winter  |  Summer
---|---
Candle  |  Straight Razor

Found  |  Lost
---|---
Man  |  Woman

Dirt Road

Screams  |  Laughing
The sky turned black when I got out of my car.

There was no way I was giving her the last burrito.

I thought today was going to be great until...